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Abstract: Based on the most recent and reliable data of the veftical distribution of water 
vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone, atmospheric models for different latitudes and seasons 
have been derived. Using the generalized absorption coefficients as given by Elsasser [22] 
and Kondratiev [23] and allowing for their temperature and pressure dependence, the 
total outgoing flux from such atmospheres was computed for different latitudes and sea- 
sons. The results are compared with the TIROS I1 measurements and the agreement is 
The inability of the channel 2 measurements in giving the ground temperature is dis- 
cussed. A small correction of N 3' K has been obtained for the temperatures derived 
from the measurements made in this channel. Estimates of temperatures observable 
from a satellite in the 10-1lp window have been made and their efficacity discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
In order to obtain useful information from the satellite infrared data, it  is 
imperative to  know the physical significance of such measurements relative 
to  the problems of climatology and synoptic meteorology. Although from the 
preliminary analyses of the radiation data collected by TIROS I1 and 111 
several groups of workers have recently demonstrated the utility of such 
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measurements in meteorology [ I ,  2 ,  31, beyera1 problems are, however, yet 
to  be solved before the wealth of the radiation data now available can be 
applied to study the atmospheric processes in time and in space. We lia\:c, 
attempted to  find an  answer to  txvo of these questions which are of particiilar 
interest to climatology. 
I t  is known that much of  the driving force for the meridional circulation 
of the atmosphere is provided by the net differential heating of t&e rarth as 
a fnnction of latitude. Theoretical attempts have been made durin$thc last 
few years to calculate the net radiation balance of the northern hemisphere 
as a function of latitude and season I ,  .5, 6, 71. Now with the availability 
of the TIROS radiation data, it has become possible to verify these ideas 
by the actual measurements of the total outgoing radiation flus for the 
northern hemisphere and obtain effective 1-alues of this f l u s  for the different 
latitudes Ijf the southern hemisphere as well. 
1 .1. . ~ A L Y S I S  01- TIlIOS I1 DATA 
/' 
~. I lROS I1 contains five infrared sensors which respond to  radiation in 
five different spectral regions. They hax-c been described in detail by Kan- 
&en, Hanel, Licht, Stampfl and Stroud [?]. With the view of obtaining the 
latitudinal distribution of total outgoing radiation for a particular season 
wc have uscd the data from channel -t (7-23p)  which corresponds to  approxi- 
riiately SO(: , ,  of the total outgoing radiation from the earth. As TIROS I1 
\vas hunched on Sovember 23, and since the data of channel 4 degraded 
after thc first (i50 orbits (TIROS I1 radiation data, Users Manual, 1961) the 
;lnnlysi.; \vas confined to thc first 4.5 days of the observations. 
'~11<05 11 satellitt has nic.asurec1 the outgoing infrared radiation between 
.5U ' S an t1  50" S. Further, cach one of the'measurements made by the satellite 
correspontls to n particular nadir angle, namely the angle between the line 
joining t h o  satellite to  tlw hubsatellite point on the earth and the direction 
of view o f  the radiation sensor in the satellite. For this analysis only the 
mensurc~mtnts made at nadir angle < 2.5" were utilized. This limitation of 
the rang(* of nadir angle eliminates the correction due to the limb darkening 
c.ffcct -8.1 which is necessary for measurements made at higher nadir angle. 
In th(5 present invcstigation the Final Meteorological Radiation Tapes 
supplied by thc Godtlarcl Space Flight Center were programmed to give an  
awrage of  all the mcasiirements in t'ach 5" longitude by 5" latitude grid 
betwcw 50" N and 50' 5 .  Since there ;ire several tens of thousands of sttellite 
f obscrvntion5 in each of these grid p i i t 5  I t  is ai5umed that the .ibjerage of 
thr,-c ic'uliiigs yicld5 'L :,.ood estimate of the mean outgoing radiation for 
that <ii(- There arc however somc. rcgioni on the globe for which no data 
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are available, viz. between 30" to 50" S and 80" to 100" LV in the southern 
hemisphere and its antipode in the northern hemisphere. Surrounding these 
regions the available satellite coverage is very poor ; these areas have there- 
fore been excluded in taking the mean for a 5" latitude belt. The mean out- 
going radiation from the first 650 orbits of TIKOS I1 (Xovember 2 3 ,  1960 to 
January i, 1961) in channel 4 was thus obtained as a function of latitude. 
In order to obtain the total outgoing radiation from these measurements the 
correction curve of \\'ark and Yamamoto [8 ]  was used. The results are 
shown as Curve 3 in fig. 3. These results may now be compared with the flux 
of the outgoing radiation calculated as a function of latitude from a model 
atmosphere corresponding to this period. 
1 . 2 .  MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
The model atmospliere \vas constructed for the months of December and 
January, which correspond approximately to winter in the northern hemi- 
sphere and summer in the southern hemisphere. Owing to the lack of data 
for the southern hemisphere on the vertical distribution of the various para- 
meters (water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, temperature and cloud cover) 
necessary for the calculation of the flux of the escaping radiation, we have 
assumed that the distribution of these parameters in the two hemispheres 
is the samc for the same season. 
2. Meteorological parameters 
2 .  1 .  TEMPEl<.\TI'RIi 
The vertical temperature distribution as a function of latitude was coil- 
structed from the meridional temperature cross sections given by  London [5j 
and Murgatroyd [9]. 
2 .  'L. C.\I<F%ON DIOXIDE 
I t  \vas assumed that the carbon dioxide is uniformly mixed in the atmos- 
phere up to 80 km altitude, and that its total amount (240 cm-atm) remains 
constant with the latitude [lo]. 
2 . 3 .  OZOSE 
l'aetzold and Piscalar i l l  j have constructed the meridional cross-section 
of ozone for spring and autumn while London [12] has given the latitudinal 
variation of the total ozone amount in the northern hemisphere. In order to  
obtain the vertical distribution o f  ozone for  winter and summer needed ir i  
our calculation.;, the total ozone amounts given by London were a d o p t d  
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and the vertical ozone profiles were constructed in such a way that the ver- 
tical distribution resembled that of Paetzold, but was consistent with the 
total ozone variation with latitude as gi\-en by London 11121. 
2 .  1. \Vr\TEI< \T.\POR 
The water vapor present in the atmosphere is the most important absorber 
of the earth's infrared radiation. Although the surface mixing ratios are 
reliably known for the northern hemisphere [ 5 ] ,  its mean vertical distribu- 
tion in the atmosphere is not very well determined. Roach j13j has suggested 
that the mixing ratio of water vapor decreases with altitude as up to  
an altitude of about 15 km, above which he assumes a constant value of 
2 p g l g .  However, the total amount of water Contained in a vertical column 
pcr unit area calculated from the surface mixing ratio value and with this 
model distribution is about 25:/, smaller than the estimates of London 151 
h:ised on the measured relative humidity values in the troposphere. 
On the other hand, the results of Mastenbrook and Dinger j141 indicate a 
higher amount of water vapor in the stratosphere. For this reason in the 
present investigation two types of vertical distribution of water vapor are 
assumed. In the first type the water vapor mixing ratio was decreased witn 
height as following Roach, while in the other it was decreased as 
(P/f+J3. The latter gives a close agreement ivith the estimates of London for 
the total amount of water contained in a vertical column. The distribution of 
water vapor in the stratosphere is constructed with the help of the measure- 
ments made by Mastenbrook and Dinger :14]. 
2 .  .;. ('LOCDS 
Ixmdon [5] has compiled the amount and average height of the different 
typet; of clouds as a function of latitude and season. The total cloudiness in 
1)ccember and January for each 10" latitude belt from 50" S to  50's re- 
quired in our atmospheric model was adopted from the above investigation. 
The mean effective height of the clouds was determined by giving proper 
w i g h t  to the relative amount of each cloud type. Fig. 1 shows the latitudinal 
distribution of the total cloud co\.er and its effective height thus obtained. 
3.6. ~IHSOI<PTIOK COEFFICIESTS 
Thc absorption coefficients of water vapor, ozone, anti carbon dioxide in 
thv infrarcd ncedcd for tht. computation o f  the flus of oiitgoing radiation 
\ v ( w  taken from t h t s  mo5t reccnt theoretical ;tiit1 eslwrimental in\.t.stiga- 
t i o i r y .  
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2 . 7 .  c.AI<I;Os I)IOXII)E 
‘Ihe absorption coefficients of CO, in the 15p band have been thoroughly 
in\wtigated by Cloudcf al. [15, 16, 17, 181. Kondratiev and Niilisk [19j have 
recently summarized the most reliable available data of the absorption 
functions of CO, in the I5p region and have concluded that the values b’ Tiven 
by 17amamoto and Sasamori are “nearest to reality.” \Ve ha1.e therefore 
adopted these values for our calculation. 
.\ccortling to Kondratiev and Siilisk 191, however, the total outgoing 
radiation of the atmosphere does not depend significantly on the amount of 
CO, adopted or on the small variation o f  tlie absorption Coefficients thereof. 
AIS) thc 1.3p band is unimportant. 
2 . 8 .  OZOSE 
Ozone has ;I strong ~, ibr~t ion-i-ot~~t ioi l  absorption band centered a t  9 . 6 ~  
and has been invcstigatcd by several authors. Elsasser has also tabulated the 
absorption coefficient of ozone in the 9-10,u region using basically the experi- 
mcwtal determinations of Summt.rfic.ld 120) and correcting thcm for thc more 
recent result of \Kilshaw i2 l j .  
For oiir in\.estigation we thcrcforc. ntlo1)ted the absorption coc.lficir.nt-; for 
ozo i i t~  as tahlilated by Elsaysci. 22.. 
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thoroughly studied and the absorption coefficients reliably determined (for 
example [16]). Between 8 and 12p, however, water vapor has a continuum 
superposed by weak rotation lines which increase in intensity towards longer 
wavelengths, becoming maximum a t  approximately 45p. The absorption 
coefficients of water vapor in the 8-13p region are relatively small and this 
region is known as the “atmospheric window.” However, the absolute values 
of the absorption coefficient differ from one investigator to the other. 
Fig. 2 shows the absorption coefficient of water vapor as a function of 
wavelength, after a number of investigators. It is immediately seen that the 
CIII 
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Fig. 2 Absorption coefficients of watei 1 .~piir i n  the near Infr.ired 
disagreement between the individual values of the 8-13p region is highly 
significant. Kondratiev [23] has however summarized all the recent reliable 
data and has given a generalized absorption coefficient for the window which 
a t  9.6p also agrees with the very accurate determination of Vigroux [24]. 
Following Kondratiev the values given by the dashed line in fig. 3 were 
therefore used as the absorption coefficient for water vapor in our calcula- 
tions. 
2.10. TEMPEKXTURE r lSD PRESSURE DEPESDESCE OF THE ABSOKPTIOS 
Due to the variation of the temperature and pressure in the earth’s at- 
mosphere it is important to take into account the effect of these parameters 
on thc absorption coefficients. The temperature dependence of the absorp- 
tion coefficient has been investigated by Elwsser ~ 2 2 j  \vho give4 the 
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following empirical relation for the absorption coefficient L a t  a temperature 
T and frequency v :  
Lllj 
To - 1' L l  
log -- = - a(?, - v ) 2  
7' 0 LOT0 
where Lo is the absorption coefficient a t  temperature To, the factor a varies 
for each band, and vo is the frequency of the center of the band. This tcm- 
perature dependence was used in our computations. 
In order to  correct for the pressure dependence of the absorption coeffi- 
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cients, wt' employed the factor5 given by Kondratiev and Si i l ik  2:$; 
namely ( p / p o ) o . 5  for C O 1 ,  ( p / p , ) o . 8  for H,O, and ( p ' p , ) 0 . 2  for 0,. 
2 . 1 1. METHOD 01; (~.%I-CITI..%TIOS 
The model atmosphere, as described in thc prcceding paragraphs, ivas 
divided into 80 layers of approximately ten mi1lih;n-s each, between 1 ,010  
and one millibar. The temperature of each laycr was taken from the \w-tical 
profile of temperature for different latitudes and seasons given by London L5j. 
The H20, CO,, and 0, concentrations for each layer were adopted as  de- 
scribvd earlier. The outgoing flus \vas coni1)uted for every 10 cn1-l inter\xI 
in the infrared between 3 and 250p from thc following equ;ition : 
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wliere R, i \  the total black body radiation in this Lvavelength interval re- 
aching the top of the atmosphere; Bay the ground radiation; tn the total 
transmission of the atniosphere ; t being given by 
where K ,  k,, and K, are the absorption coefficients of CO,, H,O, and 0,; 
and e,, p 2 ,  and p3 being their densities. The eq. (1) was integratedover all the 
frequencies between 3 and 250p by a program of the IBM $090 computer. 
The total outgoing f lus  leaving the earth's atmosphere, in the absence of 
clouds, was thus obtained and is shown in fig. 3 as curve 1. It corresponds 
to the model atmosphere I1 in which water vapor mixing ratio decreases 
with height as In order to compare our computations with the TIKOS 
I1 measurements of the total flux (curve 2 , ,  we had however to take into 
account the presence of clouds. Assuming the clouds to be "black" to  the 
infrared radiation bctween 3 and 2Np,  and tisitig the effective heights 3% 
determined earlier, we computed the total outgoing radiation as a function 
of latitude for an  atmosphere completely covered with clouds. Knowing the 
percentage of cloud cover in each latitude belt for the season (fig. 2 ) ,  w e  
determined the actual radiation leaving the atmosphere for the average 
cloudiness. 
The radiation flux leaving the atmosphere thus obtained for each 10" 
latitudinal belt between 50" N and 50" S is shovm by curves 3 and 4 in fig. 3. 
Curve 3 corresponds to  the model atmosphere I (water vapor mixing ratio 
tlccreasing as $,i$J3) and curve 4 for the rate of decrease as (model 
atmosphere 11). 
In the same figure NT have plotted the values of t h e  total outgoing f lus  
computed by London ~. 5:  
2 .  12. ('OXlXlESTS O S  l:I(;t-l<E : 
The agreement between the TIROS I1 measurements for a particular 
period with our theoretical computations based on thirty-year mean values 
of the meteorological parameters is striking. The sudden fall in the total 
oiitgoing radiation f lus  a t  the equator as observed by TIROS 11, and also 
revealed in this study (ciirves 3 and 4) ,  and by London's investigation as 
~ ~ ~ 1 1 .  is due to the high percentngc. of cloud c o v c ~  in the summer tropics 
(fig. 2). The subtropical high press"urc belt.; ( 10"-30" latitude) associated 
with low cloud amounts (fig. 2) and drier atmosphere leads to  higher out- 
going flus :I.; apparmt from fig. 3 .  I t  is difficiilt to ~ x y .  ho\ve \ .vr .  which o f  the 
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computed curves (3  or 4) shows better agreement with actual measurements. 
Although the dependence of the escaping flux on the vertical distribution of 
water vapor is appreciable, the difference due to the presence of clouds is 
however highly significant (curves 1 and 4). As mentioned above, our com- 
putations are based on the thirty-year mean values of the meteorological 
parameters, and the flux measured by TIROS I1 corresponds to November, 
December 1960 and January 1961. From the available data of the global 
meteorological observations (Monthly Weather Records) we have tried to  
see whether December 1960 was a “normal” or “abnormal” month. The 
analysis of the latitudinal temperature distribution for this month shows 
extremely consistent values (A 0.5” K) with the thirty-year mean values of 
each belt. No data, however, are readily available for the cloud cover. It is 
therefore difficult to conclude whether the small differences between the 
actual and computed values of the total outgoing flux are due to the dis- 
crepancies in the adopted water vapor distributions or the mean cloud cover. 
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the meteorological parameters used for the 
southern hemisphere are those of the northern hemisphere for the same 
season. In the absence of actual data from the southern hemisphere, it be- 
comes still more difficult to comment on any disagreement between computed 
and observed radiation fluxes. 
Despite these uncertainties it is rather encouraging that the measured 
flux by TIROS I1 shows an agreement in the + 2 %  of the computed flus 
for a mean water vapor distribution decreasing as ( f i /#0)3 ,  and an average 
cloudiness as compiled by London [5]. The agreement of the TIROS data and 
London’s computation of total outgoing flux is also noteworthy. If the mean 
cloud cover for the same period (November 23, 1960 to January 7 ,  1961) can 
somehow be determined from TIROS I1 cloud photographs, it will perhaps 
be possible to obtain a better estimate of the water vapor distribution in the 
atmosphere for different latitudes. In  any case the TIROS I1 data for chan- 
nel 4 as corrected by Wark and Yamamoto [SI can be safely applied to the 
study of planetary heat budget which is now in progress. 
2 .  1 3 .  m < O S  11 hII<;\SUHEMEKTS IS C H A S S E L  3 -- (7-1:3p) 
Apart from measuring the total radiation flux leaving the earth’s atmos- 
phere, TIROS I1 satellite has also a sensor to measure the radiation escaping 
in the 7-13p region [%I. Due to relatively small amount of absorption by 
water vapor, and almost insignificant absorption by CO, and O,, tlic obser- 
vations in this spectral region were macle to obtain, in the absence C T  clouds, 
an estimate of the ground temperature. A preliminary analysis of the radia- 
tion data of TIROS I1 for this channel [ I ]  has however shown that the tem- 
~~ 
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pra tures  measured by this sensor in a cloudless atmoqjhrlre arc several 
degrees lower than the actual ground temperature. The discrepancy has been 
attributed to  the water vapor continuum in the i-13p region (fig. 2). 
From our model atmosphere I1 we have computcd the outward going 
illis in the 7-13p region as a function of latitude. The results obtained, both 
for a clear and a partially cloudy atmosphere, are shown in the fig. 4 (curves 
2 and 3). The mean ground temperatures are also plotted in the same figure 
(curve 1). It is clear that  even in the case of cloudless atmosphere, the tem- 
peratures inferred from the satellite measurements in this wavelength region 
will be several degrees lower than the actual ground temperature. The 
diffcrence between the two curves varies with the latitutlc. and season, the 
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minimum difference being a t  sub-tropical latitudes during \\.inter when the 
i\-atc.r \ - a im amount in the atmosphere is a t  its minimum. 
I n  the case of partially cloudy atmosphere (curve 3 )  t h e  difference between 
obsc.inwI temperatures and the ground temperatures is much larger due to  
thc prvsence of clouds. The curve 3, however, represents avcrage tcmpera- 
turc. obsc.ri.able from a satellite in the i-13p channel undt.1- the conditions of 
;I\w-age cloudiness. In order to compare our results \\.it11 the actual observa- 
tions, \vc have therefore analyzed the channel 2 radiation &ita of TIKOS I1 in 
thc. manner already described for channel 1. The result. arc plotted curve 
_ .  - -. . . _ _  ..^I 
F) i n  hg. 4. 1 he reason tor a systematic - I O "  I< tllltcrence between the 
( )lj>tmwl and computed temperatures is difficult to understand, but a small 
t1iwrcl)ancy of 3" K in the TIROS I1 measuremc'nt~ for this channel due 
t o  tlic. following reason can perhaps be rectified. 
l t  o i ~ '  examines the transparency of the filtcr f o r  cl!annc~l 2 (fig. 5) iiscd 
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for the sensor in the TIROS I1 satellite, one finds that, apart from being 
transparent in the i-13,u region, it has another small window between 15-21p. 
Although the transmission in the 15-21p region is only 374, compared to 3 5 O { ,  
in the "window", this may be a significant source of error in the estimation 
of thc effective temperature of the i-13p "window". 
From fig. -1 we know that the average effective temperature for the 7-13p 
region should be in the neighborhood of 275" E;. But similar computations 
in the 15-21p region give a mean effective temperature of approximately 
220" E;. This is due to the high opacity of CO, and water \rapor in this spec- 
tral 1-egion-implying that most of the radiation is coming from near the 
tropopause. 
EFFECTIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE : I  
WAVELENGTH ( p )  
1;ig. >. l<f icc t iw spcc!ral response of channel 2 7)s wavelength 
'The total energy reaching the sensor of channel 2 in the TlKOS 11 satellite 
is therefore partially weighted by this low temperature radiation and there- 
fore gives systematically lower temperatures than what one would obtain if  
transmission of thc filter was rigorously limited between 7-13p. 
From these considerations a crude estimate in the correction necessary due 
to this extra window in the filter has been obtained. They range between 
+2.5" K and +5.5" K for different latitudes, being higher at the equator 
and lower a t  the middle latitudes. These estimates correspond to ;I cloudless 
atmosph cre. 
In the presence of clouds, however, the amount of correction necvssary 
decreases. We havc therefore adopted a mean value of $3" K to correct the 
TIROS I1 observations for all the latitudes. Curve 4 in fig. 4 sho\vs the cor- 
rected rffective tempcratures as measured by  TIROS I1 in this channel. 
This brings the ohscrve'tl curve nearer to curve 3, but still a difference of - 5-10" I< exists bct\vecm the t\vo. The explanation probably lies in  t h r  
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calibration of the sensor or the difference between the assumed and rictual 
cloud co\-vr to which the channel 2 data should be \ w y  senaiti\.e. 
FRCPOSED (io-11 pi  CHANNEL 
'1. 14. 10-1 1 p \VISDO\V FOR S I ~ I G C - S  
Due to the failure of TIROS I1 in looking a t  the ground through the i -  13p 
channel, the Nimbus satellite will carry a sensor which is strictly confined 
to the 10-1lp region [%I. In  this kvavelength interval the water vapor ab- 
sorption is very small, and this spectral region lies outside the absorption 
band of ozone. IVe have nsed our model atmosphere to compute the outgoing 
flus in 10-1 I p  i n t e n d  and hence the temperature lrhicli \vi11 he measured 
2601 
bv this seiimr. .45 ubual \ve have corrected our values for the a\-crage cloud 
cover for tlificrciit latitudes, and the effective temperature thus obtained a s  
a function of latitude are plotted in fig. ti, cur\.e 2 .  Curve 1 shows thc actual 
ground tc.mperaturc. I t  is obvious that the agreement between the t\vo is 
much bettcr than in the case of channel 2 of the T I R E  satellite, but still the 
temperatures measured arc. lower than the ground temperature. This is 
mainly due  to the inclusion of clouds in our model. In the cloudlesy atmos- 
phcrc, 1iowevc.r. the temperatures measured are within 2" k- of the ground 
ternperaturc., thus indicating the iisefuhess of such an experiment. 
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